CONTINUING STUDENTS

Every student with a registered Lexis Advance ID will automatically have summer access. You may use your IDs for commercial or educational purposes.

SUMMER ASSOCIATE RESOURCE KIT

Lexis has resources to help summer associates hit the ground running. The Summer Associate Resource Kit provides extensive coverage of what you need to know to excel in a law firm environment and complete tasks successfully.

GRADUATING STUDENTS

Graduating students (3Ls, LLMs, CRES) have extended their access to their student account until February 2021. This is automatic and you do not need to register for an extension. With exception of Public Records, students will have access to the same Lexis content that they had while in law school.

If you are engaged in non-profit work, access extends for 12 months after graduation through the ASPIRE Program. Visit the Lexis Grad Access webpage for details.

FOR QUESTIONS ABOUT SUMMER ACCESS, CONTACT LEXISNEXIS ACCOUNT MANAGER, JACKIE STEEH, AT JACKIE.STEEH@LEXISNEXIS.COM.